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Recent observationsfrom the DynamicsExplorer 1 (DE 1) spacecrafthave shownthat the dayside

auroralzoneis an importantsourceof very low-energysuperthermal
O+ ionsfor thepolarmagnetosphere.When observedat 2000- to 5000-km altitude,the coreof the O+ distributionexhibitstransverse heating to energieson the order of 10 eV, significant upward heat flux, and subsonicupward

flowat significant
flux levels(exceeding
108cm-2s-I). Theterm"upwelling
ions"hasbeenadopted
to label these flows, which stand out in sharpcontrast to the light ion polar wind flows observedin
the same altitude range in the polar cap and subauroralmagnetosphere.We have chosena typical
upwelling ion event for detailed study, correlatingretarding ion massspectrometerobservationsof the
low-energyplasmawith energeticion observationsand local electromagneticfield observations.The
upwellingion signatureis colocatedwith the magnetosphericcleft as markedby precipitatingenergetic
magnetosheathions. The apparent ionosphericheating is clearly linked with the magneticfield signatures of strong field-aligned currents in the vicinity of the dayside polar cap boundary. Electric
field and ion plasmameasurementsindicate that a very strongand localized convectionchannelor jet
exists coincident with the other signaturesof this event. These observationsindicate that transverse

ionheatingto temperatures
ontheorderof 105K in the2000-to 5000-kmionosphere
isanimportant
factor in producing heavy ion outflows into the polar magnetosphere.This result contrastswith

recentsuggestions
that electronheating(to temperatures
of order104 K) is the mostimportant
parameterwith regardto O+ outflow.

The term "upwelling ions" was used to refer to these

INTRODUCTION

Evidence for a poleward dispersion in mass,pitch angle,
and energy of solar wind particles entering the cusp/
magnetopause boundary is a well-documented phenomenon
[cf. Burch et al., 1982; Peterson, 1985]. The ordered ion

events, and it was suggested that they are the source region

for the field-alignedpolar cap O+ outflows.Moore et al.

[1985] reported clear signatures of parallel velocity dispersion observed high over the dayside polar cap, leading
to mass separation of the outflow, i.e., a geomagnetic mass
dispersionsignatureis the reSUlt of a localized cusp spectrometer. Lockwood et al. [ 1985b] concluded that the
injection point near the magnetopause boundary and the
daysideupwellingregionbelow 1 RE altitude is the source
subsequent time of flight spreading of the ions due to the
for these velocity dispersed higher altitude flows, which

action of high-latitudeE x B convection. Recent measure-

ments of low-energy 'ionospheric ions by the Dynamics

include significantO+ content, as well as N+, H+, He+,
and O++. The low-energy O+ ions are convectedfar into

Explorer1 satellite(DE 1) haverevealed
similardispersionthe
in bothmass
and'energy
of theout-flowing
plasma
fromthe
cusp region ionosphere.

In addition, observations from DE 1 have revealed lowenergy ion outflows in the polar magnetosphere [Shelley
et al., 1982; Gurgiolo and Burch, 1982]. Using electric field
data from the sister DE 2 satellite, Waite et al. [1985]
found that such flows originated in a dayside source or
energization region and were convected antisunward to
observing points within the polar cap. Moore et al. [ 1985]
showed that a localized ionospheric heating signature was
characteristic of the dayside auroral zone while Lockwood
et al. [1985a] found, from a statistical study of such

polar cap as they flow upward from the dayside auroral
zone source, particularly during high magnetic activity
[Lockwood et al., 1985b; Horwitz and Lockwood, 1985 ].
The purpose of the present paper is to pursue the
question as to the mechanisms responsible for the ion
heating which defines the source region for these polar ion
outflows. The general approach taken was to identify a
typical upwelling ion event using the retarding ion mass
spectrometer (RIMS) data, for which data would also be
available from the other experiments on the DE 1 satellite,
including energetic particles and magnetic and electric
fields. Our intent is to bring all available information to

bear on a representative
event,therebydetermining
the
events,
thatsucha source
of O+ ionsis persistently
present characteristics of the upwelling ion source region. In prac-

i.n•"the
prenoOnsectorof the daYside'
polar'capboundary
or auroral zone and;•i.
Suggested
that this was the dominant

tice, the choice of event was determined largely by the

simultaneous availability of the several data sets.
1 displays the orbit of DE 1 for the upwelling
ion event to be examined in detail here. Figure la is a plot
of the trajectory in magnetic local time and invariant
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(points 1 and 3 in Figure la), usingthe event definition
adopted by Lockwood et al. [1985a]. Figure lb provides
a noon meridian plane view of the orbit between 1925
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Fig. 1. Plotsof DE 1 orbit for the data intervalconsidered
in this paper.(a) Magneticlocaltime versusinvariantlatitude, showingthe track of the spacecraftconjugatepoint acrossthe polar cap, through the daysideauroral zone.
(b) Orbital projectionin the noon-midnightmeridian plane, showingthe samemotion. Arrows 1, 2, and 3 are the
satellitelocationsat 1928, 1933, and 1935 UT; upwellingions are observedbetween 1 and 3 and intenseion heating
between

2 and 3.
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Fig.2. DE 1 RIMSspectrograms
fromtheradialandaxialheads
for thetimeperiodof theupwelling
ionevent1925
to 1938 UT. Integral fluxes are color coded accordingto the color bar at the right of the figure. The top two panels

showspin-timespectrograms
of O+ from the radial headaveraged
overtwo differentenergyrangesand the bottom
two panelsshowretardingpotential-timespectrograms
of O+ from the axialhead.

Various aspects of upwelling ion events have been flight),
respectively,in
thebottom
twopanels
using
aret'arddiscussedby Moore et al. [1985], Lockwood et al. ing potential versus time spectrogramformat. The radial
[1985a], and Waite et al. [ 1986]. The associatedRIMS

head data panels 1 and 2 are plotted as a function of the

ion signatureof the O+ ion speciesfor the eventwe focus spin phase angleof the detector with respectto the satellite
on here is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 is a multipanel orbital direction on the vertical axis, time being on the

figureshowing
the radialheaddatafor O+ in thetoptwo
panelsin a spin phaseangleversustime spectrogramformat
and the + and -Z head data (axial, transverseto line of

horizontal axis. The spin axis of the spacecraft is normal
to the spacecraftorbit and allows samplingof the full pitch
angle range of the ions twice per spin. The upward and
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downward
field-aligned
directions
aremarke
d on theplot full O+ distribution function in the range of energiesup
by the dashed and dotted white traces, respectively. Note

to 50 eV, without differentiation of retarding potential

the upwardexcursionof the O+ ion flux at 1928 with a analyzer (RPA) curves. This capability results from the
dramatic equatorward cutoff at 1935 UT. The top panel

differential
respon
se of RIMS,with a full widthat half

indicatesan averagespin curve for all O+ ions from 0 to maximum (FWHM) for O+ of 14 eV. During the periods
60 eV and panel two showsa spin curve for O+ ions discussed here, the retarding grid potential remained at
between 18 and 60 ev. Note that a conical ion signature spacecraftpotential, but the O+ channelcenterenergywas
emerges at the higher energies. The bottom two panels

swept over the range from 0.05 to 50 eV. The energy

indicatethe energydistributio
n of the plasmafrom 0 to

resolution

with

which the distribution

function

is measured

50 eV transverse to the orbital direction and to the mag- is rathercoarse,
however.Due to the width of the passband,
netic field. The peak in the O+ ion flux and aSSociatedthe actualrangeof centerenergiesis from 3.5 eV to 50 ev.

energydistributionfrom 1934 to 1935 UT indicates
the Phase sphce densities can be derived from the detector
transverseion heating taking place ii• the upwelling ion count rates by use of known geometric response and the
constant energy passband. The radial head samples the

events.
.

The Signatureof upwellingion eventsis indicativeof plane perpendicularto the spacecraftspin axis, with broad

strongheatingof ionospheric
H+, He+, andO+ to tempera- angular responselateral to that plane, while the axial sensor
tures of order 105 K. This heating signaturefor all ion heads aligned parallel and antiparallel to the spin axis
speciesis easilyvisiblein Figure 3, whichdisplaysretard- samplethe distributionfunction not sampledbY the radial

ing potentialspectrograms
of H+, He+, and O+ for the

head.

Plates la-ld displaythe two-dimensional
O+ distribu,
upwelling ion events of Figure 2. These spectrogramsare
derived from the axial heads (transverseto line of flight) tion in the spin plane, as it evolves through this evenb
of the RIMS. The quantity contoured is the integral flux plotted in the velocity•spaceof the spacecraftframe of

of ions enteringthe instrumentaperture,i.e., the first reference.initially (Plate la), we havea ratherc01dO+
energy moment of the ion speciesdistribution function flow relative to the spacecraft, .due largely to the ram

itself. An estimate•.of
the'O+
alongthe'lookdirectionandabovetheenergygivenby the motion of the spacecraft

ure can be obtained
by plottin
g phase
•Space
sumof retardingpøtentialand spacecraft
potential.The temperat
energymeasured
fromthepeak!ocatiOn:
The
axial headsview paralleland antiparalleltø the spacecraft densityversus
(Maxweliian)with an e•fOlding
spin axis, perpendicularto the directionof flight and to peak is nearly Gaussian

the magnetic field direction. The axial head designated energy (temperature) of approximately 0.8 eV. This is
the minimumresolvable
temperatu
re for.this
+Z respondsto westwardtravelingionsin the dataplotted, essentially
while the -Z head respondsto eastwardmoving ions. Radial technique
at an orbitalspeedof 7 km/s,sothat thisis an
head data (see Figure 2), which scan the spin plane, show upper limit on the true temperature. A density estimate
that O+ ions enter the instrument mainly from the ram canalsobe madefromthe peakphase
space
density(•2.5
direction during the interval of Figure 3, with the excep- x 1013 s3km-6) andthe volumeof velocityspaceoccupied

tionof theupwelling
eventmostobvious
between
1933and (•93 (kin/s)3).Thisleadsto a valueof some2000x 1013
1935 uT (points2 and 3 in Figurela).

km-3 or 20 cm-3.

•'

Note in Figure 3 the following features: (1)passage of

Asthe upwellingeventbegins(Plate1b), heatingbecomes
the spacecraf
t toward lower altitudesand latitudes,across evidentas increasedcontourspacingand conicallobesform
the daySideauroraloval or magnetospheric
cleft regionat which are roughly symmetric relative to the local magnetic
localtimesnear 1000hours,(2) rapidlyincreasing
H+ and field dire'Ction.Also, the O+ densityis increasing,'
to
He+ fluxes as the spacecraftentersthe plasmasphere
near approximately
150 cm-3at 1931UT. At 1933-1934(Plate
L = 4, and (3) the upwellingO+ signature,peakingat l c), Well defined conical wings have formed on the core
1934-1935UT, at L = 14, alsopresent
in the H+ andHe+ distribution,extendingwell beyond50 eV (24 km/s O+):
spectrograms.The upwelling ion signatureappearshere as
a localized region of ion outflux having an exceedinglyhigh
characteristicenergy of order 10 eV. Each vertical strip of
the spectrogramrepresentsa retarding potential curve, the
characteristic energy being given by the location in energy

of the knee of the curve. The strongly heated population
is observed in both axial heads, though there is an asym-

Moreover, the distribution contains a side lobe separated
from the main maximum, apparently at the root of one
side of the conical wings. The density is at its greatestat

this time, approximately
300 cm-3.At 1934-1935(Plate
l d), the core itself is significantly heated, and it is not as
obvious whether well defined conical features exist, since

muchof the coredistribution
functionextendsbeyondthe

metry between the heads, with larger fluxes observedby RIMS energy sweep to 50 eV. At this time, the distribution
the -Z head(i.e., of eastwardtravelingions).
is very nearly bi-Maxwellian with e-folding energies
In the sectionsbelow, we will focus upon the upwelling (measured
againrelativeto the distribution
peaklocation)
event found at 1933-1935 UT in the spectrogram of
Figures 2 and 3, examining in more detail the circumstances
of the ion heating responsible for the widened angular
distributions and extended energy distributions of the ions
observed.by RIMS.
PLASMA OBSERVATIONS

of 3 eV in the directionupward alongthe magneticfield,
and 11 eV perpendicular to the magnetic field. No structure
is resolved

within

the

core

of

the

distribution

in

this

interval.Equatorwardof the event,the O+ distribution
returnsto the relativelycoldrammedform observed
poleward of the event, but with a larger density of about200

Plate2 presents
energetiCsion
datafrom the energetic
The operational mode of the RIMS instrument during
this time period permits the direction derivation of the ion compositionspectrometer(EICS). During the interval
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Plate 1. Spin planeO+ distributionfunctionsin the spacecraft
velocityframeat four selectedtimesthroughoutthe
upwelling
event.(a) Priorto event,coldrammedO+, apparently
flowingopposite
to spacecraft
motion.(b) Someheating of the distribution becomesvisiblein directionsperpendicularto the local magneticfield. (c) Pronouncedformation
of conical "wings" and a side lobe of the distribution core. (d) Pronouncedtransverseheatingof the distribution core

becomesevident, togetherwith a very noticeablefield-alignedasymmetryin the distributioncorresponding
to an
upward heat flux.
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sheathH+ (with apparentlosscones)and upgoinglow-energyO+ (conicfluxesat lowestenergysteps)are evident
duringthe peak of the upwellingion event (1933-1935 UT).
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Fig. 4. DE 1 magnetometer
signatuxe
for the upwelling
event,showing
interpre•tionin termsof two adjacentfieldalignedcuxrentsheets
havingcurrentdensities
of approximately
1 microampere/m
2 each.

shown in Plate 2, the EICS was operated in a mode which
excluded ions with energies less than about 100 eV. The
lowest energy channel is insensitive to ions with energies

internal field from the observedmagneticfield. The ½ component is shown in the lower panel of Figure 4. The

observedmagneticfield variation can be interpreted as
being produced by field-aligned current sheets that are
approximately parallel to dipole L shells. Current densities
deducedunder an assumptionof infinite current sheetsare

greater than 125 eV. The second energy channel, centered
at 230 eV, has an energy full width at half maximum of
160 eV. The instrumental count rate, which is color-coded,
is proportional to the ion number flux. The high energy

plottedin the upperpanelof Figure4; the currentdensity

tail of the upwellingion event is clearlyvisiblein the O+

is measuredpositivewhen the currentis upward.The field-

(middle) panel of Plate 2 between 1933 and 1935. These

alignedcurrentregionconsists
of a polewardregionof predominantlydownwardcurrent (region 1) and an equatorward region of predominantlyupward current (region 2)

ions probably representthe tail of the upwelling O+ distribution. Because of the broad energy channels and rapid

(compared
to the instrumental
response
time) •i•nescale with a boundary near invariant latitude 75.7 ø or at 1935:06
of the event,no meaningfulmeasureof the energeticO+
temperature for this event is possible.However, in view of
the importanceof the distinctionbetweenbulk and tail heating, a search is currently in progressfor eventswhich better
lend themselvesto RIMS/EICS comparisons.

UT in time. The timing of the magneticperturbation
indicatesthat the equatorwardedgeof the upwellingO+
event was coincidentwith the equatorwardedgeof the upgoingcurrent sheet,but that the eventextendedthroughout both the upward and the downward directed sheets

The energy4atitude dispersion of H+ (top panel) (seeFigurela). This association
betweenthe upwellingO+
between 1933 and 1935 is consistent with injection of signatureand the auroral current sheetsis alwaysobserved
magnetosheath plasma into the magnetosphere on cusp [Lockwoodet al., 1985a], but thereis no clearassociation
field lines [Burch et al., 1985; Peterson, 1985]. A detailed
study of the relative occurrence of magnetosheath (cusp)
plasma with upwelling ion events has not yet been completed. In the subauroral region (i.e., after 1936)a popula-

of the O+ heating
witheithercurrentsense.
Inspection
of
Plates lc and ld shows that considerable differences exist

betweenthe O+ distribution
functionwithinthe upgoing
and downgoingcurrent sheets.In particular,more pro-

tion of trappedH+ andO+ havingtwo symmetric
losscones nounced conic wings and the side lobe of the core distribution appear to have been associatedwith the downward
current sheet, while more heating of the core distribution

is observed.

FIELD-ALIGNED

CURRENT SIGNATURE

The magnetic field signature observed during this day-

was associatedwith the upgoingcurrent sheet,However,
due to the finite travel time of the ionsfrom the heating
region and the strong horizontal convection observed

side auroral zone passwas mainly in the east-west(•)com- during the event,it is impossible
to unambiguously
assoponent of the perturbation magnetic field, which was ciate a given current sensewith particular features in the
obtained by subtracting the Magsat model for the earth's O+ ion distribution.
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PLASMA WAVE ENVIRONMENT

Plate 3 shows an electric field frequency-time spectrogram from the plasma wave instrument for the period of
this upwelling ion event. Auroral hiss emissions of relatively low intensity extend from 1 kHz to just over 100
kHz, cutting off at frequencies below the electron cyclotron frequency. Cold plasma theory predicts that, in low
density regions of the magnetospherewhere the electron
plasma frequency is less than the electron cyclotron frequency, these whistler mode emissions will be driven into
resonance at the electron plasma frequency. Using a technique for deriving the electron density from the upper
frequency cutoff of the auroral hiss emissions(described in
detail by Persoon et al. [1983]) a density profile is
obtained during the time of the upwelling ion event.
Calculated densities increase from 100 + 45 cm-3 at 1930

7027

ELECTRIC FIELD ENVIRONMENT AND DERIVED
PLASMA FLOWS AND DENSITIES

In addition to the geophysical significance of electric
field measurements to macroscopic magnetospheric processes,electric field measurements assume a central role in
the derivation of plasma parameters from RIMS data in this

event. This is becausethe RIMS radial head retarding potential failed to sweep as programmed subsequent to day 329
of 1981. Consequently, it is not possible to measure the
energies of the light ion species. Though much can be
inferred from the spin distributions of integral flux alone
through use of a fitting procedure, sucha procedurewould
be highly questionable in view of the distinctly nonMaxwellJan character of the observed O + distributions. We
have adopted a more straightforward approach using the
transverse quasi-static electric field measurements from the

to 430 + 194 cm -3 at 1934. Limitationsof the technique plasma wave instrument (PWI) on DE 1 to provide plasma
flow velocity transverseto the magnetic field, then using
the plasma integral flux distribution to geometrically
construct the flow velocity parallel to the magnetic field,
in the processobtaining the total flow vector in the spin
plane and a lower limit on the ion density and field-aligned
accuracygreaterthan -+'20%. This uncertaintyin locating flux. This procedure is discussedin more detail by Olsen
the upper frequency cutoff corresponds to an uncertainty et al. [1985].
The electric field measurementsare shown in Figure 5,
in the density determination of -+ 45%. The resulting
densities are, however, consistent with the RIMS ion which provides electric field components parallel to the
density analysis(see Figure 8). The density profile indicates spacecraftspin axis (perpendicularto the spacecraftorbit,
that abrupt enhancements in the plasma density occur Ez) and perpendicular to the magnetic field but in the
have been discussedfully by Persoonet al. The large uncertainty in the density determination is primarily due to the
low intensity of the auroral hiss emissionswith respect to
the background noise level near resonance, making it
impossible to locate the upper frequency cutoff to an

between

1930

and

1935

UT

in connection

with

the ion

heating observed by RIMS.
From 1933-1935, intense low-frequency emissionscan
be seen extending from the lowest frequency of 1 Hz to
well above the proton cyclotron frequency at 140 Hz.
Similar

broadband

electric

field

noise has been found

to

occur at low altitudes over both the evening and morning
auroral regions. The noise is believed to be generated in a

spacecraft
spinplane(Eperp).Ez givesthe orbitalplane
plasma convection velocity ("headwind")

and shows the

presenceof antisunward
flow at high latitudes.Eperp
gives the lateral plasma convectionvelocity ("crosswind"),
showing dawnward convection at high latitudes, changing
to duskward flow at lower latitudes, with a particularly
strong channel or jet of flow, approaching 100 mV/m or
nearly 10 km/s at this altitude (1934 UT), coincidentwith

the current sheet interface and the upwelling ion event.
A polar plot of the derived horizontal drift vectors is shown
in Figure 6.
10-2erg cm-2s-1for theseemissions,
providing
a possible The derived plasma outflow parameters are plotted in
sourceof energyfor the O+ ions.Low-frequency
emissions,Figure 7. Note the following'
1. The field-aligned flow of all speciesis enhanced by
extending from the lowest frequency band at 1 Hz up to
well above the proton gyrofrequency, are evident in close the upwellingion heat source.In particular,O+ outflow is
association with the upwelling ion event. The interesting enhanced from essentially zero to several kilometers per
question is whether these waves are a conduit of energy second in the event. The light ion outflow is enhanced over
from some source to the ambient heated ions, or whether the polar wind flow which can be seen both equatorward
they instead are driven by the ion distribution function and poleward of the upwelling event. (Note that the H+
itself.
velocity has been divided by 5 in the plot.)
2. The field-aligned outflux behaves similarly to the
Emissions seen poleward of the upwelling ion event at
flow velocity, the event enhancing the polar wind flux of
frequencies spanning the lower hybrid frequency (1928-

source region above 2 RE and has an averagePoynting flux

directed downward toward the earth [Gumerr et al., 1984].
Gurnett et al. have estimated the wave energy to be •2 x

1930) represent the poleward spread of the auroral hiss H+ and He+, and generatinga comparablefield-aligned
emissions. Because of the noticeably lower densities poleward of the event, these hiss emissionsare probably associated with the outflow of 10w-energyions. However, what
appears to be a density cavity or trough region equatorward
of the event is most probably due to the sensitivity of the
receiver rather than a real effect. Auroral plasma depletions

flux of O +.

3. It is not obvious what effect the upwelling heat
source has on the ion speciesdensities. However, the data
are suggestiveof density enhancements in all speciessince
the density decline with increasing latitude established

equatorward
of ihe eventseemsto bereversed
for all three

which are commonlyseenin the nights•aeauroralzoneare speciesanalyzed (see Figure 8 also).
not frequently observedin the cusp. When density deple-

Additional information on the density of the plasma
during the upwelling ion event can also be derived from the
emissions
below104 Hz at 1940havebeenclearlyidenti- auroral hiss cutoffs in the plasma wave spectrum discussed
fied as plasmaspherichiss.
in the previous (plasma wave environment) section. The

tions are observed in the cusp, they are not large. Intense
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Models of ionospheric outflow [Moore, 1984, and
references therein ] have traditionally predicted relatively

12
8

small escapingfluxes of O+ when basedupon escapeof

4

photoionization at typical ionospheric temperatures of a
few thousand degrees Kelvin (polar wind solutions).
Recently, the earlier models have been extended by the
simple expedient of increasing the temperature of the

0

electrongasto about 104 K [Barakatand Schunk,1983].
Such electron temperatures are being found in the dayside
auroral zone and cusp region at altitudes as low as 1000 km

----

•+

--'--

!

ß

i

He+

I

ß

[Brace, 1984], in association with the energetic processes
occurring there. Energy deposited into heating of the
electron gas is communicated to the ion gas by the
enhanced ambipolar electric field, and can overcome the

-1

'

'
.

1.5

--.--

gravitationaltrapping of a significantfraction of the O+
ions, leadingto largerO+ escapeflux than in the traditional

1.5

He.+. X 10

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

UPWARD

polar wind.

Ion heating can influence the nature of ionospheric
outflows in a more direct way than electron heating, since
enhancements of the ambipolar electric field need not

o

mediate

the

acceleration

of ions to achieve

an enhanced

-0.5

-0.5

DOWNWARD
-1.o

-1.0

-1.5

-1.5

,
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,t'
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plasma flow. Large ion outfluxes produced by ion heating
of the magnitude reported here have recently been modeled
by Gombosi et al. [1985]. The model produced transient

O+ outfluxesof >109 cm-2 s-l, sufficientto explainthe

observed ion outfluxes. Although these results are suggestive, further detailed modeling must be carried out to fully
understandthe upwelling ion outflow process.
Hr
The signature observed in this upwelling ion event
Fig. 7. Derived flow velocities, densities, and outfluxes foz the
suggests
ion heating dominates the outflow energetics,
RIMS ion flow observations,using, as input, the DE 1 electric field
measuxements
(seeFigure 5) for deconvolvingspacecraftand plasma especially in comparison with adjacent regions of light ion
flow directions.
polar wind. We cannot exclude the possibility that electron
heating is present and contributing to the field-aligned
acceleration of the ions via the ambipolar field. However,
PWI deriveddensities
andthe RIMS d•fivedtotal plasma the observed ion temperature is on the order of 10 times
density are plotted in Figure 8. There is relatively good the recently observed electron temperature referred to
agreement in the derived plasma densitiesand an indication
above, sufficient to gravitationally free most or all of the
of a true peak in the ion density during the upwelling ion
UT
r
L
MLT

I

26

2.07
64.9
7.8

I

1930
1.93
28.8
8.9

i

,

1934
1.79
13.8
9.6

!

1938
1.65
7.3
10.1

ß

1942
1.51
4.1
10.4

hrmn
Re

O+ present.Moreover,the observedoutflow is at these
eventof 200 to 400 cm-3.Alsoin Figure8, we showthe
altitudes more in the nature of a hot efflux than a supertransverseO+ ion temperatures,derivedfrom the -Z axial
sonic beam, as expected when electron heating dominates.

head RPA data. The temperatures vary from 0.6 eV at
1926 UT to 7.2 eV at the peak of the event near 1935 UT.
Note the general consistencywith the radial head tempera-

The heatingreportedhere has been anticipated-•oa

great degree by earlier measurementsof transverseion heating restricted to energiesgreater than 5 to 10 eV [Moore,
ture inferencesderived earlier. The H+ transverseenergy
1984, and references therein]. The contribution of the
distribution at the peak of the event (1935 UT)however is
present work is in showing that, in the case of upwelling
highly non-Maxwellian with an energy distribution roughly
ions, there is in fact a bulk heating of the ionospheric
comparableto the O+, but With a highlyextendedhigh
plasma, and not merely the creation of an energetic tail on

energytail (see Figure 9). He+ is fit reasonablywell with
a flowing MaxwellJan with a temperature of 4.5 eV (Figure
9).
DISCUSSION

In this paper we have examined in detail the characteristics of an upwelling ion event exemplary of the source
region for many of the polar ionospheric outflows which

an otherwise

cool distribution.

The most fascinating question raised by this and earlier
studies is that of the energy source and mechanism of ion
heating. The finding that hundreds, and at lower altitudes
perhaps thousands, of ions per cubic centimeter are heated

to temperatures
of 105 K presentsincreaseddemands
upon the required power of the heating mechanism. A

crudeestimatebasedupon a flux of 0.5 x 109 O+ .cm-2
thiS'"
eventincludetransverse
ion heatingto temperatu-•gs-1 at F regionheights(namely,108'O+ cm-2s-1 at 1.8
of order105 K, largeoutwardflow of the heavyion O+, RE, Figure 5) and an energy gain from 0.3 eV to 10 eV
enhancedoutflow of light ions H+ and He+, moderately yieldsan energyflux of 0.3 x 10-5 W/m2 (0.3 x 10-2
strong field-aligned current sheets of both senses, an erg cm-2 s-l). Thoughnot large by auroral standards,

have recently been reported. The most notable featuresof

associatedintense eastward convection channel, and strong
emission of waves in the frequency range near and below
the proton gyrofrequency.

this is indeed very large by polar wind standards.
As potential sources of energy for the ion heating, we
have strong field-aligned currents, strong perpendicular
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electric fields associated with a plasma convection jet, and
various wave emissionswhich may have propagated from a
distant generation site, or may have been locally generated
by plasma current or flow instabilities. We feel that the

the jet. The heating associated with the poleward side
(downward current) of the jet was associatedwith a conical
feature in the tail of the O + distribution function and a
side lobe of the core distribution. The heating associated
correspondence
betweenthe 0 + heating,its characteristic with the equatorward side (upward current) of the jet was
random energy (10 eV), and the flow energy of the con- associated with more pronounced heating of the core of

vectionjet for 0 +, is highly suggestive
of a collisionalor
Joule heating mechanism. However, it is not clear how such

the O+ distribution, with no resolvablestructure. Com-

parison with energetic ion measurementsindicates that the
ion conic feature extended up to 100 eV and beyond,
•)rdinarilyfew collisions
on timescales
of interestor how with no clear dependence upon current sense.
the energy could be transported up from lower altitudes
It may be concluded that heavy ion outflows observed
where such heating is strong.
in the polar magnetosphere and traced to a source in the
dayside auroral zone are produced by marked transverse
CONCLUSIONS
ion heating below 1 RE altitude. The observed heating
The transverse ion heating in this upwelling ion event exceeds gravitational escape requirements independent
is closely linked to field-aligned currents and an associated of whether or not elevated electron •temperature and
auroral convection channel or jet. The strongest fieldenhanced ambipolar electric field reduce this requirement.
aligned flow enhancement was produced in the center of Thus, in contrast with the emphasisof recent model results
a mechanism

can

work

at

an altitude

where

there

are
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